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Abstract
Mediation analysis is a popular framework for identifying underlying mechanisms in social psychology.
In the context of simple mediation, we review and discuss the implications of three facets of mediation
analysis: (a) conceptualization of the relations between the variables, (b) statistical approaches, and
(c) relevant elements of design. We also highlight the issue of equivalent models that are inherent in
simple mediation. The extent to which results are meaningful stem directly from choices regarding these
three facets ofmediation analysis.We conclude by discussing howmediation analysis can be better applied
to examine causal processes, highlight the limits of simple mediation, and make recommendations for
better practice.

Mediation analysis is an exceedingly popular framework for testing hypotheses about causal
mechanisms. Research in social psychology accounts for 34% of studies published using medi-
ation analysis in psychology (MacKinnon, Fairchild, & Fritz, 2007). Over 6months in 2007,
41% of articles published in Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin (PSPB) reported at least
one mediation analysis (Kashy, Donnellan, Ackerman, & Russell, 2009). From 2005 to 2009,
59% of articles in Journal of Personality and Social Psychology and 65% of articles in PSPB involved
mediation analyses (Rucker, Preacher, Tormala, & Petty, 2011).
The popularity of mediation lies in its promise of identifying the underlying mechanism driv-

ing the causal effect of an independent variable (X ) on a dependent variable (Y ). The statement
“X causes Y” is a black-box view of causality and does not inform of the how or why behind the
effect. The mediator (M ) is theorized to transmit the effect of X on Y (Baron & Kenny, 1986;
Judd & Kenny, 1981); a change in X results in a change inM that translates in turn to an effect
on Y (diagram D in Figure 1). Here, the causal chain embeds the idea of a sequence in that the
process unfolds over time (Kenny, Korchmaros, & Bolger, 2003).
In this article, we address three questions about mediation analysis as typically implemented

and interpreted by social psychologists. First, which concept of mediation is being used? Second,
what statistical approach is being applied to the data? Third, what type of design is used to gen-
erate the data? Answers to these questions, in combination, determine the specifics of how
results from a study using mediation analysis can be accurately interpreted. The use of multiple
linear regression (MLR) is first detailed followed by the structural equation model (SEM) given
recent recommendations (e.g., Iacobucci, Saldanha, & Deng, 2007; Rucker et al., 2011) and
certain cautions regarding these models are described. We focus on models with one indepen-
dent variable, one dependent variable, and one mediator (i.e., simple mediation) because of
their simplicity and frequency of use, and our review highlights the many weaknesses of this
model. Our conclusions present several recommendations for better research using mediation
analysis that suggest abandoning simple mediation models for models that better represent a
process that unfolds over time.
© 2016 John Wiley & Sons Ltd



Figure 1 Four sets of diagrams depicting concepts in mediation. Diagrams on the left are path diagrams with letters a, b, c,
and c′ representing standardized coefficients. Diagrams on the right are Venn diagrams where the shaded areas between
circles relate to shared variances among the variables. Endogenous variables with arrows pointing towards them are depen-
dent variables and exogenous variables with arrows emerging from them are independent variables.
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Concepts of Mediation

Concept 1: explaining a causal effect

Mediation was first conceived as an approach to answer the question: Given a causal effect
X→Y, could a third variable M be identified such that M explains X→Y (Baron & Kenny,
1986; Judd & Kenny, 1981)? Figure 1 depicts four conditions that are purportedly required
to establish M as the explanatory variable of X→Y (Baron & Kenny, 1986). Path diagrams
and their commensurate Venn diagrams are shown in the left and right of Figure 1, respectively.
The four conditions are as follow:

1. There is a causal effect X→Y to explain (path c, diagram A).

2. AddingM to the regression of Y ontoX leads to a substantial reduction from the total effect c
to the direct effectc′ (path diagramB); this statement is mathematically expressed asc� c′≠0.

3. There is a causal effect X→M (path a, diagram C).

4. There is a causal effect M→Y (path b, diagram B), controlling for X. Conditions 3 and 4
situate M temporally between X and Y.

The indirect or mediated effect is quantified by c� c′, or ab, andM is called the intervening
variable. Mediation requires these three variables to be operationally defined within a single
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152 (In)Validity of Tests of Simple Mediation
study (Kenny et al., 2003) because interest is in X →Y unfolding over time, where M is an
explanation of this causal effect.
Venn diagrams can also depict mediation; X→Y (path c) is mathematically analogous to the

variance in Y accounted for by X (shaded area in Venn diagram A). AddingM to the regression
of Y on X is represented by the third circle in Venn diagram B, and the extent to which M
accounts for the effect of X on Y is represented by the lighter shaded area where all three circles
overlap. The unique variance inY due toX is the darker shaded area inVenn diagramB (cf. pathc′)
and the unique variance in Y due toM is represented by the unshaded area thatM overlaps with Y
(cf., path b). Finally, the variance inM accounted for by X is depicted as the shaded area in Venn
diagram C (cf., path a).
When these four conditions are met, M is taken to explain X→Y. The main focus of these

steps is to identify a variable (i.e., a mediator) that drives the causal effect as the mechanism un-
derlying theX→Y relation. This concept of mediation rests on the highly restrictive assumption
that all the linear effects are consistent (i.e., a, b, and c are all positive, c is positive with a and b
negative, or c is negative with a and b having opposite signs; Davis, 1985). Only in the presence
of consistent mediation are the phrases “complete mediation” and “partial mediation” mean-
ingful. This first concept of mediation was subsequently refined because consistent mediation
is not typically observed in practice; consistent mediation occurs in half of the eight possible
combinations of directions thata,b, and c can take. The refinement of the concept of mediation
shifted emphasis from identifying a mediator that explains the causal effectX→Y to the indirect
effect of X→M→Y that is carried by the mediator.

Concept 2: intervening variable effect

A newer concept of mediation focuses on the indirect effect X→M→Y (MacKinnon,
Lockwood, Hoffman, West, & Sheets, 2002), where mediation is composed of X→M (path a)
andM→Y (path b). The mediated effect X→M→Y is a change in X that brings about a change
inM, resulting in a change in Y. Under this concept, the mediator no longer retains the status of an
underlying mechanism that accounts for the effect ofX→Y because establishingX→Y is no longer
necessary. Recall that the first concept of mediation is an amalgamation of three ideas: (a)
there is a total causal effect, c, (b) there is mediation, c� c′ or ab, and (c) M accounts
for some or most of the causal effect. The second concept is reduced to the mediated effect that
is carried by paths a and b, requiring two of the four conditions of the first concept, rendering
the total and direct effects (c andc′) irrelevant. Here, mediation is no longer about identifying an
explanatory variable, because there is no requirement for X→Y to be explained, but about the
effect carried by the intervening variable M.

Implications

Conclusions drawn from the two concepts of mediation are different. Under both concepts, the
mediated effect (ab or c� c′) is the change in Y due to a one unit increase in X throughM.
The first concept of mediation, however, goes one step further by establishing M as the
explanatory variable of X→Y. This addition comes with the hefty price of more assumptions
in consistent mediation, resulting in low power (MacKinnon et al., 2002).
The conceptual and statistical models used to evaluate mediation could both be communi-

cated using various diagrams, and clarity in what those diagrams represent reduces potential
confusion. For instance, when the mediator is examined as an explanatory variable to X→Y
using SEM, diagrams A and D in Figure 1 should be presented. Conversely, when the mediator
is couched as an intervening variable and statistically evaluated using SEM, only diagram D in
Figure 1 should be presented. When diagrams unequivocally communicate both the concept
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of and the statistical model used to evaluate mediation, hypothesis validity (Wampold, Davis, &
Good, 1990) is ensured. When this validity is present, studies on mediation could reasonably
evaluate causal mechanisms or intervening variable effects.

Statistical Approaches

The epistemological basis of statistics in psychology has evolved from applying a set of mecha-
nistic procedures to formulating and evaluating statistical models (Rodgers, 2010; Tukey, 1969).
Mediation analysis is slowly adopting this shift, ref lected in using SEM over MLR. Here, we
highlight disadvantages of using MLR instead of SEM and focus on the SEM framework and
its assumptions. We also make use of a published empirical example to illustrate certain disad-
vantages of the simple mediation model. Implications of these disadvantages are then discussed.

Modeling frameworks

Multiple linear regression. The MLR equations for simple mediation are as follow:

Ŷ ¼ ĉX; (1)

Ŷ ¼ b̂M þ ĉ′X; and (2)

M̂ ¼ âX; (3)
where Y, X, andM are standardized such that the intercepts for the equations are 0 and not rep-
resented. The caret symbol “^” distinguishes estimated paths from their population parameters
(cf. Figure 1). Equation 1 maps onto panel A; ĉ is the change in Y due to a standard unit increase
in X. Equation 2 maps onto panel B; b̂ is the change in Y due to a standard unit increase inM
controlling forX, and ĉ′ is the change in Y due to a standard unit increase inX controlling forM.
Finally, Equation 3 maps onto panel C; â is the change inM due to a standard unit increase inX.
These three equations are consistent with the dated idea that statistics is a set of mechanistic
procedures (e.g., causal steps procedure for Concept 1).
When interest is in the mediated effect (Concept 2 and part of Concept 1), either ab or c

� c′ is tested for significance. Significance can be evaluated with many procedures such as
the joint test (Kenny, Kashy, & Bolger, 1998), the Sobel (1982, 1986) test, resampling
methods (Bollen & Stine, 1990), the distribution of product method (MacKinnon, Fritz,
Williams, & Lockwood, 2007), and Bayesian methods (Biesanz, Falk, & Savalei, 2010).
Under desirable data conditions (i.e., large sample size, normality of variables, measurement
reliability, and large effect sizes), these approaches would have identical results. Under less
desirable data conditions, care should be taken in choosing among these approaches because
they diverge in performance. Unfortunately, such methodological developments shift focus
away from the crux of mediation analysis, which is about thoughtfully studying causal mech-
anisms. We now highlight the SEM approach, which promotes modeling phenomena over
applying procedures.

Structural equation model. The univariate MLR can only be applied to a single dependent variable
(e.g., Y orM) whereas the multivariate SEM can be applied to one or more dependent variables
(e.g., Y andM simultaneously). The SEM approach to mediation specifies one model for X,M,
and Y (Concept 2), which offers several conceptual advantages. The joint modeling of out-
comes M and Y in SEM (Equations 1 and 2) mirrors the idea that mediation concerns a single
causal process that unfolds over time, requiring the three variables to be operationally defined
within a single study. Although applying a piecemeal MLR approach to modeling mediation
would produce the same results as SEM, using the multivariate SEM to simultaneously estimate
a,b, andc′ is consistent with the idea that mediation is a single process. Mediation is distinct from
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a causal chain of effects, which treatsX→M andM→Y as separate processes (Spencer, Zanna, &
Fong, 2005). This paradigm cannot be estimated with SEM, and could be confused with me-
diation (e.g., Maier, Elliot, & Lichtenfeld, 2008) because it is usually estimated with separate
MLR models.
Additionally, when the mediator is evaluated as a variable that explains X→Y (Concept 1),

SEM embodies the epistemological idea of modeling phenomena. First, the model in diagram
A of Figure 1 is fit to the data. Next, the model represented by diagram A is modified to the
model represented by diagram D by includingM as a second outcome. Our next sections raise
serious issues with simple mediation that are more clearly elucidated from the SEM.

Model assumptions

All parametric models, including mediation, require assumptions to insure that the expected
value of estimates are equal to their true parameter value (i.e., unbiased), estimates approach
their true parameter values as sample size increases (i.e., consistent), and the standard errors of
parameter estimates are as small as possible (i.e., efficient) which translates tomost powerful tests.
Assumptions are also required for estimated standard errors to be unbiased for accurate p-values
and confidence levels. In practice, model assumptions are violated to some extent, and we state
the well-documented but often overlooked conditions that are required for drawing unambig-
uous conclusions in tests of mediation.

Normality. In MLR, estimates are obtained via the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator and
normality of the residuals ofM and Y is assumed to allow for inference. In SEM, the default es-
timator is maximum likelihood (ML) which requiresX,M, andY to be multivariate normal; this
assumption could be relaxed to accommodate fixed levels of X (e.g., experimental conditions).
Multivariate normality implies linearity of the parameters and models with linear parameters in-
clude forms where variables could be nonlinearly related to one another (e.g., interactions). In
simple mediation, the relationships amongX,M, and Y are assumed to be linear and straightfor-
ward extensions to this model could include nonlinear effects with linear parameters such as
moderated mediation (Muller, Judd, & Yzerbyt, 2005; Preacher, Rucker, & Hayes, 2007) that
can be seamlessly incorporated into the SEM (Preacher, Zyphur, & Zhang, 2010).
Given linearity of parameters together with non-normally distributedX,M, andY, parameter

estimates (â, b̂, ĉ, and ĉ′) remain unbiased, but their standard errors are incorrect. Here, the di-
rection and strength of estimated effects could be interpreted without consequence although in-
ferences about them are improper. Biased estimated standard errors are readily addressed by
using alternative estimators that generate heteroscedastic-consistent standard errors in MLR
(e.g., Long & Ervin, 2000) or robust corrections in SEM (see Savalei, 2014 for a review).
With nonlinear relationships among X, M, and Y that manifest in non-normal distributions

(e.g., binary outcomes), statistical extensions of linear models that properly account for nonlin-
earity are alternatives (e.g., logistic and probit models, MacKinnon, Lockwood, Brown, Wang,
& Hoffman, 2007, or extended SEM,Muthén &Muthén, 2012; Neale et al., 2015). When the
relationships among X,M, and Y are non-linear and misspecified, erroneous conclusions ensue;
a trivial example is applying a linear model to proportion data. The problem of misspecification
is related to the more general but often ignored and unachievable assumption of the model be-
ing exactly correct.

Model is exactly correct. Unbiased estimates are attained when the specified model perfectly rep-
resents reality (or relations in the population). The model in diagram D of Figure 1 states that
only three variables are involved in mediation and that the paths linking them are linear. Any
deviation from diagram D constitutes misspecification which could be: (a) incorrect functional
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form between variables (e.g., unmodeled nonlinearity), (b) omission of key variables, or (c) im-
perfect measurement. The first concept was brief ly discussed, and the latter two concepts are
described below.

Omitted variables.When a model omits key variables, estimated parameters are biased. Consider
Equations 1 and 2 (diagrams A and B in Figure 1). Equation 2 includesM and X as predictors of
Ywhereas Equation 1 omitsM. Given that there is an indirect effect ofM in the population (i.e.,
Equation 2 is correct), the omission ofM results in a biased estimate of X→Y, quantified by the
difference between ĉ and ĉ′. Stated differently, ĉ is a biased estimate ofc′ assuming that Equation 2
is correct in the population. The omission ofM results in the biased estimate ĉ, accompanied by
improper standard errors and inference.
Omitted variables are often called confounders that suppress or enhance marginal effects

(e.g., c ), resulting in smaller or larger conditional effects (e.g., c′), respectively. Mediation
involves the causal chain X→M→Y, and experiments are the gold standard in establishing
causality. Typically, levels of X undergo random assignment such that causality in X→M and
X→Y could be inferred because randomization reduces the possibility of confounding in these
pathways (cf. Pearl, 2014). Yet, M cannot and logically should not be manipulated because
theory dictates that changes in X cause changes in M. The mere observation of M raises the
question of whether a causal statement M→Y is viable (Winship & Morgan, 1999). Random-
ization in X does not resolve potential confounding in M→Y; levels of M that are observed
could be due to X, omitted variables that inf luence both X and M, or omitted variables that
lie in between X and M in a causal chain. Additionally, randomization of X does not address
the possibility that X has effects on other confounders that could subsequently affect Y; omitted
variables could still inf luence bothX andY or lie betweenX andY in a causal chain (i.e., another
variable akin to M).
When manipulation of the predictor (e.g., M) is unfeasible, researchers could make use of

alternative statistical methods such as instrumental variables (Angrist, Imbens, & Rubin,
1996; Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002), principal stratification ( Jo, 2008), inverse prob-
ability weighting (Coffman, 2011; Coffman & Zhong, 2012), sensitivity analysis (Imai,
Keele, & Tingley, 2010), and SEM to enhance the causal interpretation of X→M
(MacKinnon & Pirlott, 2015). Although MLR can also be used to incorporate omitted var-
iables and obtain identical estimates as the SEM, the SEM has the advantage of being
simpler to implement (i.e., specify a single modified SEM versus fit several modified
MLR equations) and encourages researchers to conceive of mediation as a system of effects.
Yet, elements of research design (e.g., randomization), are superior to methodological
workarounds by directly imbuing properties to the data that allow for unequivocal causal
interpretations.

Measurement error. The simple mediation model (diagram D, Figure 1) presupposes that X, M,
and Y are perfectly measured, but unreliability of M results in downward-biased estimates of
the indirect effect, ab (Hoyle & Kenny, 1999). Latent variables ofX,M, and Y are relatively free
of measurement error, and their inclusion in models of simple mediation reduces bias in â, b̂, ĉ,
and ĉ′ (Bollen, 1989, pp. 151–176; MacKinnon, 2008, pp. 151–176).

There is a bias-efficiency trade-off when latent versus observed variables are specified in sim-
ple mediation (Ledgerwood & Shrout, 2011). When measurement error is accounted for with
latent variables to reduce bias, more parameters (e.g., factor loadings) are estimated, resulting in
poorer estimate efficiency or larger standard errors. Conversely, assuming perfect measurement
of X, M, and Y with observed variables leads to more efficient estimates at the cost of estimate
bias. Despite this conundrum of prioritizing between unbiasedness versus efficiency,
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156 (In)Validity of Tests of Simple Mediation
non-significant but minimally biased estimates can be more meaningfully interpreted compared
to significant but largely biased estimates.

Implications. Accurate conclusions about mediation based on OLS estimates in MLR or ML
estimates in SEM require assumptions of normality and the model being exactly correct to be
met, but both assumptions are violated in practice. As described above, non-normality can be
addressed by using robust estimators or nonlinear models. The imperfection of models is a real-
ity to be acknowledged and addressed by thoughtfully modeling a network of variables instead
of perfunctorily conducting statistical procedures. The highly restrictive simple mediation
model is not the only model available for studying intervening variable effects or causal mech-
anisms (Imai et al., 2010), and SEM can more easily accommodate a larger network of variables
to include omitted variables, account for nonlinear effects, and quantify measurement error
compared to MLR. Generating multiple competing models, evaluating their fit to the data
via SEM, selecting a final model, and eventually validating it in an independent sample effec-
tively addresses issues of working with imperfect models (MacCallum, 2003). Such a process
generates new knowledge on what are plausible representations of reality. Another challenge
in modeling simple mediation is the existence of equivalent models.

Equivalent models

Equivalent models are mathematically indistinguishable from one another in terms of goodness-
of-fit, even though they have different parameterizations (MacCallum, Wegener, Uchino, &
Fabrigar, 1993). The issue of equivalent models is relatively unknown inMLR, but has received
much attention in SEM (e.g., Bentler & Satorra, 2010; Hershberger, 2006; Raykov &
Marcoulides, 2001) and is highly relevant to simple mediation (cf. Thoemmes, 2015).
Consider a simple linear regression where Y is regressed onto X (diagram A, Figure 1). The

standardized regression coefficient is the Pearson correlation between X and Y, ĉ = rYX, and
the variance in Y accounted for by X is the squared correlation r2YX. When X is instead regressed
onto Y, the standardized regression coefficient is exactly the same, rYX= rXY and r2YX= r2XY.
These two models are equivalent and model equations do not ref lect directionality between
variables (cf. Venn diagrams). Equivalent models can only be distinguished in terms of their
substantive meaning. In this example, one model would be more meaningful than the other
if there is a strong reason for designating one variable as predictor and the other as outcome.
The simple mediation model and all MLRmodels are untestable or saturated models, which

have perfect goodness-of-fit. Saturated models perfectly reproduce the means, variances, and
correlations of the observed variables and are the basis of the existence of equivalent models
(Lee & Hershberger, 1990). Below, we illustrate the problem of equivalent models that cannot
be tested or compared in simple mediation with a published example.

Empirical demonstration. In a cross-sectional study of N=304 adolescents, Garcia, Kerekes, and
Archer (2012) examined whether positive emotions (Y ) were due to persistence (X ) through
self-directedness or the aptitude in developing good habits for behaving according to long-
term values and goals (M ). Individual differences in persistence were posited to increase self-
directedness, which in turn promotes positive emotions. The diagram A1 of Figure 2 depicts
the mediation model reported; the indirect effect was significant, âb̂ ¼ 0:027, Sobel z=3.55,
p< .0001. The researchers concluded that persistent adolescents experience more positive
emotions because they are self-directed.
Beyond this model, there are 11 equivalent models (see Figure 2). Themodels depicted in the 12

path diagrams equally account for the data (i.e., they all have perfect goodness-of-fit) and are there-
fore mathematically indistinguishable from one another. The path diagrams are mainly organized
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Figure 2 The set of 12 plausible equivalent models associated with the simple mediation model reported in Garcia et al.
(2012). X= persistence,M= self-directedness, and Y= positive affect. All standardized path coefficients and Pearson corre-
lation coefficients, situated above nondirectional pathways, are significant at α = .05 unless indicated by †.
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according to the distal outcome of the network of variables by columns; Y is the distal outcome in
column A, M is the distal outcome in column B, and X is the distal outcome in column C. The
diagrams in the first three rows of Figure 2 preserve the same directional and non-directional paths
among the variables, and the diagrams in the last row include less conventional equivalent models.
Consider the models in columnA.Model A2 is obtained by changingX→M in A1 toM→X,

reversing the roles of predictor and outcome. Model A2 states that persistence mediates the
relationship between self-directedness and positive affect. Model A2 alternatively supports the
interpretation that self-directedness confounds the relationship between persistence and positive
affect (cf. MacKinnon & Pirlott, 2015). Model A3 is obtained from A2 by changing X→M to a
non-directional path or correlation; this model is an MLR model where persistence and
self-directedness are predictors of positive affect. Path diagram B of Figure 1 is the same
model as A3 in Figure 2.
Model A4 posits a feedback loop where persistence inf luences positive affect, positive affect

inf luences self-directedness, and self-directedness inf luences persistence. Model B4 is obtained
from A4 where all the directional pathways are reversed. The estimates in A4 and B4 are com-
parable; the effect of self-directedness on persistence is not significant, suggesting a causal chain
with no feedback loop. Finally, model C4 presupposes no directional pathways among the three
correlated variables: rXY =.34, rXM =.23, and rMY =.42.

The remaining six equivalent models in columns B and C are different from the models in
column A in terms of their distal outcome. Model B1 hypothesizes that persistence inf luences
self-directedness through positive affect. Similarly, model C1 theorizes that self-directedness
affects persistence through positive affect. However, mediation is not present as the effect of
self-directedness to persistence is not significant. It is conceivable for one to expound on all
12 equivalent models and find existing theories or devise new arguments in support of the
purported relationships among X, M, and Y.
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MacKinnon, Krull, and Lockwood (2000) recognize that mediation, confounding, and sup-
pression effects are mathematically equivalent (e.g., models A1 and A2).M could be a mediator,
confounder, or suppressor. Reducing these three plausible roles ofM and the number of equiv-
alent models that can represent the three variables of X, M, and Y rests solely on conceptual
grounds when no variables are manipulated or assessed at different points in time (MacCallum
et al., 1993).

Implications. Absent of random assignment to levels of X, the simple mediation model is equiv-
alent to 11 alternatives, and the originally conceivedmodel is not more compelling or meaning-
ful because of its a priori status; this argument assumes that alternative and statistically equivalent
models not initially considered are inferior to the a priori model (MacCallum et al., 1993). Such
a position is inconsistent with open-mindedness that accompanies radical advancements in sci-
ence. Equivalent models provide opportunities to consider novel theoretical possibilities that
could result in significant breakthroughs. All equivalent models should be generated, consid-
ered, and eliminated by evaluating each model in terms of its meaningfulness. Elements of
research design are highly useful in reducing the set of equivalent models. Experimental manip-
ulation of X renders directional pathways fromM, or Y, to X invalid. Additionally, the ordered
measurement of X,M, and Y in a carefully timed longitudinal sequence reduces the number of
plausible models to A1, A3, and C4 becauseM and Y cannot inf luence X andM, respectively,
against the passage of time.With repeatedmeasures ofX, Y, andM, the simplemediationmodel
cannot adequately model these data because the stability of and changes in these variables over
time as well as their autocorrelation should be taken into account.

Research Design

Experiments

X causes Y when (a) the cause preceded the effect, (b) the cause is related to the effect, and (c)
there are no plausible alternative explanations for the effect other than the cause (Shadish et al.,
2002). Random assignment of X situates X in time before relevant changes in M and Y occur.
Additionally, randomization of X is an external manipulation of the putative cause and reduces
potential bias by equalizing the effect of omitted variables across the experimental levels of X.
Thus, random assignment in experiments bestows properties to the collected data that allows
for causal inferences about X→Y and X→M.
Applications of simple mediation do not typically use experiments. Only 24% of a random

sample of 50 out of 410 articles on mediation involved randomized experiments (Gelfand,
Mensinger, & Tenhave, 2009). This observation possibly ref lects the difficulty in randomizing
X due to ethical and practical concerns. When randomization is not viable, other methods that
eliminate alternative plausible explanations of the effect should be pursued (see MacKinnon &
Pirlott, 2015; Murnane & Willett, 2011).

Longitudinal designs

Any causal effect, sayM→Y, cannot occur instantaneously asM is logically placed in time beforeY.
The superficial use of a longitudinal design does not necessarily address weaknesses of the
cross-sectional design (i.e., all variables are measured in the same instance); to properly model
and assess mediation, measures ofM and Y should be precisely timed such that the anticipated
effects of X→M and M→Y have occurred as the process unfolds over time (Cole & Maxwell.
2003; Gollob & Reichardt, 1991). Despite the relevance of longitudinal designs in mediation,
cross-sectional studies are the modal design in mediation; 54% were cross-sectional and 21%
involved longitudinal measurement (Gelfand et al., 2009). Across five APA journals, most likely
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to have published studies on mediation in 2005, 53% were cross-sectional and 38% were half-
longitudinal (Cole & Maxwell, 2003) in that time elapsed either between X andM orM and Y
but not both (Maxwell & Cole, 2007). Such trends are alarming because the estimates from
cross-sectional designs are highly biased and tend not to be replicated in longitudinal studies
(Maxwell & Cole, 2007; Maxwell, Cole, & Mitchell, 2011).
Fitting the simple mediation model to repeated measures data is inappropriate and pertinent

extensions have been developed for modeling mediation in longitudinal data (see Preacher,
2015). Example modeling frameworks related to SEM are multilevel models (Bauer, Preacher,
& Gil, 2006; Kenny et al., 2003), latent curve models (Selig & Preacher, 2009), and
autoregressive models (Maxwell & Cole, 2007; Maxwell et al., 2011).

Implications
Research design is essential for drawing unequivocal conclusions about causality. Statistical
methods cannot atone for shortcomings in research design (e.g., improperly timed measures
of X and M; Cole & Maxwell, 2003), and the strongest claims regarding causal mediation are
based on studies that utilize elements of experimental manipulation and repeated measures.
Although Gelfand et al. (2009) did not identify any study that used experimental manipulation
with repeated measures, researchers have started employing these design elements successfully
(e.g., Fuemmeler et al., 2006; Tein, Sandler, MacKinnon, & Wolchik, 2004).

Discussion and Recommendations

The careful study of causal mechanisms is a challenging but important endeavor (Bullock,
Green, & Ha, 2010). We reviewed concepts, statistical approaches, and elements of design in
studies of simple mediation. The hope is that researchers employing mediation analyses would
have an appreciation of these related considerations, promoting informed choices from study
conception to completion. Below, we provide recommendations in relation to each aspect of
mediation to enhance current practice.
Researchers should explicitly state which concept of mediation is being investigated in order

to promote hypothesis validity (Wampold et al., 1990). Hypothesis validity guarantees that
researchers are accurately operationalizing their research questions into testable hypotheses,
leading to results that address pertinent research questions.
Conducting mediation analyses in a procedural fashion via MLR discourages researchers

from thoughtfully puzzling over relations between the variables, leaving them less open to
plausible, informative modifications of their initial model. We recommend using SEM over
MLR for investigating mediation because the simultaneous and multivariate nature of SEM en-
courages theorizing about the processes involving X,M, and Y in a plausibly larger network of
variables, subtly shifting the statistical focus from applying procedures to modeling phenomena
(Rodgers, 2010; Tukey, 1969). The f lexibility of SEM also allows for straightforward model
modifications to readily address potential problems of model misspecification (e.g., omitted
variables, measurement error, and nonlinear relationships that are linear in their parameters).
Shifting from MLR to SEM also highlights the issue of equivalent models. When randomi-

zation to levels ofX and the measurement ofX,M, and Y at appropriately spaced time points are
not features of the research design, there are 11 models that are mathematically identical to a
given arrangement of variables in the simple mediation model. Such equivalent models may
suggest plausible relationships among the variables and aid in theory development. All equiva-
lent models should be considered and discussed as part of the process of arriving at the final
model.
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The study of causal relationships necessitates the use of experimental manipulation with ran-
domization. In simple mediation, X is manipulated whereasM is not, becauseM has to take on
values caused by X. Studies designed to examine mediation have the unavoidable weakness of
being unable to form strong causal inferences about M→Y. One solution is to establish the
causal pathM→Y in a separate study and plan to replicate the effect in a study designed to eval-
uate the full causal chain posited in mediation models (MacKinnon & Pirlott, 2015).
The use of cross-sectional designs for studying mediation is strongly discouraged because the

results they produce can be biased and misleading. Instead, longitudinal designs rightly recog-
nize that mediation is about processes that unfold over time. Multiple measures of X, M, and
Y should be collected such that the nature of how the process unfolds could be closely modeled,
especially when the timing of the full effect of X onM andM on Y are unknown. Ultimately,
the simple mediation model is ineffective in evaluating causal processes and mechanisms.
Methodological approaches for more complex models of mediation are an active field of in-

quiry and mediation as a framework is one of the most mature and well-developed approaches
for understanding causal processes. Researchers should abandon simple mediation models for
more complex models, especially longitudinal models, which better answer questions about
causal mechanisms. The careful consideration of the issues we have raised and implementation
of the recommendations we have offered would further advance the discovery and explication
of causal mechanisms.
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